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Overview

Under the theme of ‘ITS for Livable Society’, objectives of ITS deployment were explicitly categorized and whole events were associated with those categories. These were safety, environmental sustainability and convenience for travellers, which are inherited up to today as safety, sustainability and mobility.

ITS was moving forward from research and development to deployment. Infrastructure for electronic toll collection and real-time traffic information systems were being implemented. The key to successful deployment was identified as acceptance by the general public to purchase on-board equipment. Therefore, a variety of events for the general public and media were planned and implemented, such as special exhibition for hand-on experiences of ITS services named as ‘ITS World’, showcases of the state-of-the-art ITS technologies, and open panel discussions involving citizens and local government officials.

As a new trial on the format of the ITS World Congress, interactive session was introduced. Among the accepted technical papers, researches better suited for face-to-face discussion in front of a panel with samples or small demonstration rather than oral presentation were picked by the International Program Committee. A group of reviewers with expertise in the area of the session were organized and the best paper was selected and awarded.

The Congress was closed on the third day because a powerful typhoon directly hit the Nagoya area. All sessions, exhibitions, showcases, and associated events scheduled for the day were cancelled. It was an unforgettable experience especially for the visitors from countries without such natural disasters.
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ITS World exhibition
Video presentation, scale models for technical explanation, and real equipment and vehicles were shown for educational purposes.

1) Georama Theater
Traffic flow and data exchange were shown on the 3D model explaining operational mechanism of ITS.
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2) ITS City  
Real operations of ITS services were demonstrated with real equipment, vehicles and skits by volunteers.

3) ITS Dream Theater  
Short movie illustrating future life of a family supported by advanced ITS services were shown.
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